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MacQuarrie, Portland U. Official
Join New Grid Conference Backers
Official Says New Football League
Needed to Block ’Squeeze Play’

12 Countries,
46 States Send
Stu etditgliere

By HAL WOOD
United Press Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO-, -1:4-e.-7 (UP) President -I-. W. MacQuarrie
Any lingering beliefs that San
of San Jose State, and Father Robert Sweeney, chairman of the
Jose State college a; still a homeathletic board of control at Portland university, today joined the
town school were dispelled yestergrowing list of backers for the proposed new independent conference
day by reglstrartion figures reof Western football teams. While no official steps have been taken leased by Mr. Lowell C. Pratt,
yet, there is a movement afoot to
public relations director. The figband together such teams as Sanures show that only 22 per cent of
ta num St. Mary’s University
SJSC students permanently reside
of San Francisco, Nevada, San
Jose State, college of Pacific,
in San Jose.
Portland and Loyola into an eightThe figures, compiled over the
team league.
last two months 5y Mr. Pratt and
Father Sweeney, a recent visihis secretary, Miss Iris Elwood,
tor here, believes it would be the
show the geographical distribution
Interviews to young men and of students at San Jose State colbest thing that could happen to,
sports in the independent schools. women interested M Air Force lege.
"We in the independents are careers will be given on campus
-Twelve foreign countries’ and
getting squeezed more and more, tomorrow by two U.S. Air Force
every state in the union except
and are on a losing deal unless officers. Qualified students will
Georgia and Delaware are reprewe form a conference," Sweeney begin training as soon as college
sented. Mono and Sierra are the
told United Press. "In our town tuition ends, according to a press
only California counties not repof Portland, for instance, we av- release.
resented.
erage 10.000 per game attendance.
The officer team, composed of
I could nearly guarantee that with Lt. 0. E. Nelson and Lt. R. H.
Palo Alto is Second
a conference such as the one pro- Hutchins, will set up headquarters
Following the 1771 San Jose
posed, Portland university would in room 110, Administration build- full-time students now registered,
attract 20,000 per game."
ing, tomorrow morning and con- Palo Alto, home of Stanford uniPortland university, working tinue interviews through Friday. versity, was surprisingly listed in
on an expanded athletic depart- The two representatives will as- second place with 352. Third are
ment, had a good football team sist in filling out application forms San Francisco anti Oakland with
*last fall under Coach Harry
and give information on phases of 275; fourth, Redwood City, 200:
(The Horse) Wright, former No- the program.
fifth, Los Gat,O, 299; sixth, Santa
.tee Dame star. The "expansion"
Career* as pilots and naxigat- Mara, 1seventh, *ants Cruz.
may be seen In the Pilots’ freshors are open to men who meet
132; eighth, Mountain View, 119:
man football teant, which beat
the requirements. Both men and
ninth, Campbell, 115; and tenth,
Oregon State Froah, 40-0.
women may enter officer candi- San Leandro, 112.
date school to prepare for techPresident MacQuarrio of San
The Pacific coast states of
nical and administrative posi- *Washington. with 71 students repJose State said he would "be very
tions, Air Force representatives
happy to attend any meeting callresented, and Oregon with 70, lead
ed for the purpose of forming said.
the nation in the distribution of
ligibility requirements specify states. Following California, Orethe new league." Athletic Director Tiny Hartranft of San Jose that candidates must be between gon and Washington is New York
State also is on record as favor- the ages of 201/., and 26V7, have at with 40; Illinois. 34; Ohio, 32:
least two years of college and Michigan and Pennsylvania, 27;
ing the new conference.
Mac Quarrie proposed that Uni- meet high moral and physical Minnesota and Nevada. 26; Idaho.
versity of San Francisco officials standards.
23. and New Jersey, 30.
call the meeting. because USF is
Hawaii Sends 64
in a central location.
Hawaii
leads the representation
’Pacific,
of
Nevada, College
of American territories with 64
Loyola, St. Mary’s and USF alstudents. Alaska has nine and the
ready have indicated that they
Panama Canal Zone has seven.
I
favor the proposed new conferGeneral elementary and kinderThere are 23 foreign students
ence. Santa Clara, current king garten -primary students who have
from 12 countries attending the
of the independents, wants the
previously signed up and intend to Spartan institution. Canada is repconference "with reservations."
do their student leaching winter resented by six students to pace
As using the 1949 schedule as a
quarter will meet in BR, Dec. 15 the group. The Philippine Islands!
played
basis most of the teams
at 3:30 p.m.
has four; Iran. three; Holland
feurjor five (and some six) gamps
Any person falling in this cate- two, and Argentina, England, In-:
with each other during the season
gory who cannot attend is asked dia, Mexico. Republic of Panama,1
anyway.
to conta0 Mrs. NValker.
Venezuela, Peru and North Ire_
land, each one.
Santa Clara county has 3056
students represented,
Alameda
county, 726; San Mateo, 584; Los
Angeles. 312; San Francisco, 275:
and Santa Cruz. 226.
tosser taxes and higher penAt Oak Ridge, Tenn., a walkout
Since the start of the fall quarter, registration has dropped and
of AFL members in three con- sions! New Zealand’s Prime
struction crafts has halted work Minister-elect, a Conservative, now stands at 7921 full-time stuon a $66,000,000 atomic bomb pro- has promised to reduce taxation dents.
duction plant. A National Labor on workers’ overtime pay, and
Relations board investigator has increase the allowable income
been sent to settle the wildcat for those tinder Social Security
strike that stemmed from the al- laws.
leged hiring of non-union labor.
Former Vice-President Henry

Air Force Seeks
SJS Men, Women
Students for OCS

Student Prosecuting Attorney
John Gregory is preparing charges
today against eight on-campus organizations who failed to submit
a list of members to the Student
Council.

MacQuarrie Says
Schools Need Cash

The council turned the names
over to the Student Court at yesterday’s session. The eight organizations are:Aqua Ski Club, Forestry Club, Delta Nu_--Theta,
Gamma Alpha Chi,,..SatiJose Amateur Radio 1ubcpartan Chi, Epsilo _
amma, and Lutheran
Students’ Association.

One billion dollars will be needed by California’s educational system to meet the state’s growing
population crisis, according to
President T. W. MacQuarrie, upon
his return yesterday from a conference of employment in Sacramento.
The college presid_en_ii vas
4o-attend the conference called by
Grnernor Earl Warren to "stimulate community action that is essential to provide more jobs and
thus insure Califorr.ia’s economic
future,"
President MacQuarrie attended
the public work phase of the confab that dealt with the problem of
s"hools, sewer systems, sanitation
cnd road building. "In the last
hood issue the voters of California
aliproved an expenditure of $250.
Ilik,000 for public schools," President MacQuarrie said, "hut this
amount will fall short by onefourth the actual amount needed
to fulfill the program outlined in
11.e Sacramento meet yesterday."
The conference revealed that a
total of 15,000 persons were coming into the state each month to
stay, according to President MacQuarrie. "The effects of an increased ’wartime birth rate are
now being shown by the amount
of children coming into school
age," the president added.

Frosh Select
Candidates
Freshmen class officer nominees
who were nominated yesterday
and are eligible for election are:
For president, John Ornstead
and James Porter; for vice-president, Raymond McLean, Pat Ableft, Thomas Arvin, Bernard Isaacson and Jeanetta Griggs; for
secretary, Roberta Stine, Betty
Powell, Dolores Nicholson. Mary
Marablv and Betty Conover; for
treasurer, Daniel Engilman. Evelyn Shaffer and Joan Karsten.
These candidates will give qualification -speeches at Freshmen
Orientation, Thursday. Dec. 8.

Toy Drive Approved
The
"Toy
Daily’s
Spartan
Drive" received a hearty endorse Ali rooters who plan to sit on
the Spartan side of the gym tonight must wear white, declared
the Rally committee. The entire
section will be reserved for students wearing white shirts and
rooters’ caps.
ment in the form of a motion
from the council_ A giant Christmas tree used at the "Wintermist"
dance, will be set up in the Student Union next week. Toys may
be left under the tree during the
rest of the quarter. The council
voted $20 for tree decorations.
La Torre will print 250 more
copies for 1950 distribution according to a motion passed by
the student council. Revelries
Director Dick Prichard announced that try -outs will be
held Jan. 9, 10, 1950.

I
!

Run-off elections for the Frosli
class will be held Friday, Dec. 16.
Primary elections are Wednesday,
Dec. 14. The council also appointed Dick Knox to a position on the
Spartan Shop Board. Two more
positions’ are open for sophomores
and juniors. Applications may be
turned into the student office.
Alumni Trophy Stolen
The alumni trophy, won at the
Homecoming parade, was stolen
recently from the DU house where
it was being kept for engraving
reported Ed Mosher, Homecoming
chairman. "We have our suspicions
as to who stole it and we are
making every effort to get it back
for the altanni association" said
Mosher.

Student Teachers
To Hold Meeting

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Walkout Halts A-Bomb Work

Bids on Sale
For Art Dance

A. Wallace will be called before
the House Un-American Activities committee to tell what he
knows about war-time shipments
to Russia. Radio commentator
Fulton Lewis has charged that
Wallace, as chairman of the Board
of Economic Warfare, overrode.
Foreign
Nationalist
Chinese
orders banning such- shipments.
Minister George Yeh has rejected
Synthetic oil’s cost of producthe American protest against the
firing on American vessels by Na- tion has been reduced! The U.
S. Bureau of Mines reports that
tionalist gunboats off Shanghai.
He said that a formal answer Its experimental plant at Rifle,
would not be made to the protest, Colo., has cut the cost of proand that ships trying to enter ducing oil from shale to that of
Shanghai in the future would have commercial production from petroleum. Shale oil costs from 92
"rough going."
to 62.50 to produce.
game sosaarradves believe In
In Washington, the National
Labor Relations board has ordered a full-scale inquiry into
the question of its jurisdiction
involved in applying .the Taft Hartley law to the building
trades.

Bids went on sale Monday in
the libraty arch for the annual
Christma.; dance, "Snowflake Fantasy", to be presented Dec. 16 by
Alpha Gamma, Art fraternity, and
will be oliered for sale all week.
Bill Ch.nr, publicity chairman
for the group, said that the dance
will be held at Maryann Gardens,
a new dance spot in Willow Glen.
Bids are on sale for $2.25, Chan
said.

’Twill be Cloudy
Santa Clara Valley Variable
high cloudiness today: little ternpereture change.

Pictured above is not a new member to the Police school, but
Chris, a two -year-old German shepherd, who can perform more than
100 tricks as well as attack and disarm an individual carrying a
pistol or club. This picture was taken recently when Chris jumped
to the crotch of the willow tree near the Men’s gymnasium and
struck a pose. Chris was a member of a group of trained dogs presented at,the novice boxing tournament through the courtesy of ("hi
Sigma police fraternity. Kee story on page three.
photo by Bob Crabbe
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SETTLES AN1) WIFE COVER THE CONTINENT

Communists Losing Out in Europe,
Says Recently Returned Professor
Publislwd every school day by iha Associated Siudonts of San Jos* Stat. Collage
at Ai Press of Globe Printing Co. Entered as socond class maftsr at the San
Jostr-Posi Rica.
George Lajeunesse, Editor

Bob Kaye+, Business Manager

A Clean Bill of Health
Education was placed on trial
Last week before a group of Adult
Education students at Willow Glen
and San Jose High schools. A
"jury" of four San Jose State college students tried their college
and gave it a final clean slate.

that college played an important
part in forming their ideals, while
the other two, boh veterans,
claimed their ideals had been stocured as far back as junior high
school years and that college had
made no impression on tilese
ideals.

These studenis represented a a
Grading procedures at State
cross section of San Jose State’s
came under considerable discusenrollment. One was a liberal
sion during the meet with the
arts student with an English
"reader" problem getting most
major, one a vocational student
of the attention. The group (Iemajoring in journalism, another
piortsd the use of readers, partica general elementary, major Inularly in English examinations,
terested In student government
and the "mass production" meand affairs. The woman’s side
thod of machine scored tests.
was presented by a home econoThe panel participants acknoa:mic% major.
ledge the fact that the crowded
Their answers were not conclusconditions at educational instituthe
represent
they
ive, nor did
tions, especially State, forced
opinion of the entire school popula:
such measures of examination
tion, but a good deal of food for
correction upon instructors.
thought was provided on some
involving
of. today’s vital topics
The gist of the entire panel diseducation.
cussion gave San Jose State colThe panel met to decide, "What lege a clean bill of health in its
the College Student Wants Out program of liberal and vocational
of College". What prompted the education. Each of the students
discussion, in the main, was the expressed satisfaction in the colcurrent dispute in educational lege curriculum and were emphatcircles over the merits of liberal ic in stating that they are geting
education as opposed to vocational what they want out of college.
education.
The liberal arts school, as
personified by President Robert
Hutchins of the University of
(’hicago, holds that a ttrictly
liberal curriculum is all -essential
In college and that vocational
training "comes later".
The four . State students took
issue with Dr. Hutchins idea for
American schools to return to the
old classics and leave vocational
training out of the campus scene.
While the local students agreed
that a liberal arts education was
essential for their background,
they all emphasized the need for
vocational training at the college
level, in addition to their liberal
St udies.
When questioned as to the part
college life forms in shaping their
ideals, the four students disagreed
markedly. Two ’of the jnembers
of the panel Were norn-veteran
students who entered college immediately upon graduation from
high school. These two maintained

Mrs. B. Waddington

Ed. Note: This is the first in a
series of articles concerning
European conditions. Mr. Claude
Settles spent two months in
Europe last summer studying
the situation.)
By CARL CASE
"Communism-seems-te-be-4osina
ground in Europe at a tremendous
r a t e, especially in England.
France, and Western Germany,"
observed Mr. Claude N. Settles,
associate professor of sociology, in
remeniscing on his tour of Europe
during the summer.
Mr. Settles and his wife were
away from San Jose for two
and one-half. months engaged in
a political and social science
seminar to study European conditions.
They flew from Bradley Field,
New York. Julov-3, for London and
returned home from Copenhagen
on the SS Batory, arriving in San
Jose Sept. 21.

Among the places visited were
London, Paris, Geneva, Milan,
Rome Trieste, Vienna, Munich,
Stutgart, Frankfort, Heidleburg,
Neurenburg, Prague, War sa w,
Stockholm, and Copenhagen.
They saw members of perilss in almost every country,
cabinet members, labor lead-era;
political party leaders, medical
and social authorities, religious
authorities, heads of displaced
persons camps, and occupational
troops leaders.
Three to six interviews were
conducted each day except while
traveling,
"Europe is making great strides
with American help especially in
increasing their production!’ observed Mr. Settles.
"Europeans accept communisth
as a permanent force to be reekoned with and impossible to kill by
legislative action. They have found
that they must meet it by doing

SKUNKS MAY BE CALLED UPON

English Secretary Is
Walking ’Info Center’ By DONNIE NINES
If you want to know how many
lambs there are in Persia, or how
many mules there are in Moscow,
don’t call upon Mrs. Bobbie Waddington of the college English department. She adesn’t know.
Almost daily someone calls Mrs.
Waddington in her cubby-hole office to ascertain whether further
should be used for farther or if
the preposition can be left at the
end of the sentence, She is what
most people would call a "walking
public service department". Yet
such trivialities as these examples
are not the official duties she exercises as the "main spring" of the
English department.

the printer on the right track
when called upon to lend aid, The
petite brunette has even suggested
proper wording for signs to some
weary business man who has lost
all hope of hitting upon something original.
She received her bachelor’s degree in English here at San Jose
State in 1946. For a while after
graduatiorrshe felt she wanted to
travel, and her journeys carried
her east for a few months. Upon
returning to San Jose she joined
the staff of a local department
store.

Among her interests are dancing
and pets. She has been a modern
dance fan for some time and during her years at college she manEvery day she dons her imag- aged to finance part of her school inary postman’s uniform and de- king by teaching at a dance studio,
livers mall to the various Eng- r"The culmination of all dancing is
lish instructors’ offices: On her the modern dances," she stated.
trip she may he waylayed by "There is a psychological satisfasalmost anyom. inquiring about tion in creating and being able to
any number at oddities. She move according to rhythm."
probably has helped more songs
Bobbie and her husband Norrie
come into the World than any
have two pet of the striped sariother person on the Spartan
campus.
Eager song writers ety. Sputili. and Bluff, a couple
have called for her help many of deodorized skunks, have caused
times when the going got tough. more riots in the NVaddington
neighborhood than anything else,
"In -fact," she said vvith her Py i
Mrs. ’Waddington laughingly retwinkling, "I may be a wea,’ ly
person somedar) If I ever get any vealed. "Perhaps I should bring
them to school and help scare
royalty cuts."
away some of these information
She has acted, as mediator in hounds," she remarked with a mispersonal arguments, and has set chievous gleam in her eye.

COLUMN HEARS OF KINGS, SYMBOLS, PAMPHLETS . . .

Your Pamphlet, Please; Where Was Evangelicalism?
Dear Thrust and Parry:
rm just a student, seeking a
well-rounded education. I refer to
a recent issue of the Spartan
Daily. Since Mr. Garske and Mr.
McFadden are apparent authorities on finding material for interpreting the decrees of the infallible
popes, maybe they can find some
"pamphlet" which explains sortie
of the following:
By what authority did the
popes institute the doctrines of
penance Mass, purgatory, and
worship of the Virgin Mary in
the Christian church? Why have
so many sword bearers of the
Christian faith been fighting the
teachings of the Intel II b I e
Roman Church? Why should
popish promulgations or edicts
need "explaining?"

has been maintained. Never have
the Spartans failed to live up to
their oath of battle: "Return with
your shield on your arm, or be
carried from the field upon it."
Today an attemp‘ is being made
to defile the nobility of the warrior
of Sparta.
Certain individuals are trying
to foist upon an unsuspecting
citizenry, an insult of the gravest nature. The symbol of Sparta, the noble image, which leads
our valiant atheietes into battle
each fall, is to be encumbered
with a name which refutes the
Spartan tradition.
List’ o citizens of Sparta, to the
titles from which we must name
our venerated "Spirit of the
Games":

MISTER Spartan A title of
address,prefixed to the name and
- Also, for my benefit, would Mr. to the titles of a man..Hardley beGarske explain his statement, fitting the dignity and omnipo"Catholicism . . . the greatest tence of ow legendary hero.
threat to ’success’ of Communists
81’120111es
A combination
the world over . . ?" Evidently,
of the Word aana, ineardig withevangelicalism lives in vain.
’ ASB 4207
out, and Achilles, a warrior of
r
reknown;;
literally meaning, without a warrior. ObViously a
subtle insult perpatrated by a
cohort of the LeBilarnites of
Thrust and Parry’
Pacifica. ’
SPARTANS ARISE!!!
o
Horatio
A friend of the neu- For centuries the Spartan creed
t.,

;Spartans, Rise to Arms!
1;i.Dear

rotic Dane, Hamlet. Possible confused with Horatius, a Roman
toll bridge operator.
Sparti
A
variation of spartein, an oily compound. Ugh!
Spiritus (Phrum.)
Any liquid
product of distillation; especially,
alcoholic liquor. Surely this could
not be appropriate?
Cosmo
Opposed to chaos.
Did you see the Cal Poly game?
Surely our noble patron of
the gridiron deserves a more
fitting title!
A bearer of the shield,
ASB 4791
P.S. Definitions according to
Webster the Sophist. (Unabridged)

get on the road and, off the
cowtrails.
I guess the rest of
the Army is out of step, because
only one person out of a crowd of
6000 people did not enjoy them.
Oh, well, there’s one in every
crowd I guess. From your letter
I am unable to tell if you are a
male or female. If your are female
I guess it is too bad, and if you’r
a male PLEASE don’t tell anybody.
Thanks should go to Wade
Wilson and the Daily staff for
their help in bringing the students the very latest on the results. We involved with the
tournament know that Wade has
spent much time in accurately
covering the teams, coaches, participants and sponsors.
Wes Mathews
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Johnny Johnson
P.S. This is not the Middle
ASB 4997: so the novice boxing
tournament is too noisey for your Ageswe use means other than
"little pink ears," Well does your muscles for the SIRENS.
arm hurt? I’m sure no one twisted
It in order to get you to cotne out
and see the "boxing."
(Not
Thrust and Parry and Ron
"fights" as you stated, fighters La Mar:
are .out in the street with bare
We are quite cerflan that a
knuckles and no knowledge of the certain house on eleventh
street
art of "boxing.") It’s really too would not like to elect
you King
bad you’re such a "stay-at-home" of the house.
person or you could get into the
- "Lovingly"
spirit of things. I suggest you
ASB 3718

Anyone Twist Ya Arm?

House Refuses ’King’

better than the communists in
those things the communists ad vocTathee
San Jose travelers were
interested
peerestedopie arinneotsiunrgprithsed
pe
at aEt utro
h;

a

United States’ treatment of
communists. They could not
-understand our attempted exclusion of a movement that is
world-wide. They felt that democracies shpuld meet it as
Europe is, in the arena of free
speech and free press.
"Andre Philip, leader of the So cialist party in France, informed
us that there were 92 communist
members in the French Parliament
two years ago but only 18 now,"
said Mr. Settles. "He also told us
that when the reds called a Gen eral Strike the Freneh Army W;I ti
one-third communist, but the soldiets marched against the strikers. These soldiers were French men first and communists second."
In another interview, the Prime
Minister of Sweden was asked it
his country did not fear Russia.
"What good would it do to fear?"
he asked. "Russia could take over
our country at any time, There is
little need to arm against them. It
is better that we live as friends
with them rather than as unfriendly neighbors."

v
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Enterprising Santa
Has Bronx Office
As Stepping Stone
NEW YORK, Dec. 5(UPI Parents are more afraid of Santa
Claus than children are, Robert
Strauss, chief chimney climber of
Santa’s Helpers, Inc., said today.
Strauss, one of the actors from
the Broadway hit "Detective
Story" makes a business of recruiting and training fellow actors
to be Santa Claus for people who
don’t want to be Santa Claus.
Ile gave three suggestions fel
people who’ do want to be Santa
Claus, based on his own experiences in the business.
"Don’t enter a house until the
child you are visiting invites yrar
in," he said. "Then he isn’t
afraid of you.
"Don’t touch a child until he
touched you first.
"And then begin talking alumi
the little personal things in It, life. This gives him an idea that
Santa Claus does see all and krum
all. Ile decides that Ile believes io
Santa Claus and you’re his friend
Helping parents out of a hole
when their children announced
that they didn’t believe in Santa
Claus was a scheme Strauss hit
, on to get himself out of a hole.
"I was unemployed in Holly a ood
in December of 1,47," he said
"Being broke at Christmas is
tough. Someone suggested that I
get a job as Santa Claus and I pra
my imagination to work. I recruited a group of Santa Clauses
and advertised our services."
Strauss moved. his business to
New York last year and called CM
300 children.
The toughest question children
ask Santa is "Where do you
leave your reindeer."
And the best answer, Strauss
said, is "Prancer hurt his right
front leg this morning and the
other reindeer. are taking care of
him. A friend loaned me his airplane, or car, or bicycle, whichever
is appropriate."
.
Strauss, who lives in the Bronx,
has an office on 58th street complete with a fireplace and all 01
Santa’s environment. He is Mr.
Santa to the thousands of children
who telephone him, and his secretary is Mrs, Santa Claus.
This year he has 50 actors, recruited from Actor’s Equity and
screened for mental and physical
adaptability.
"Our rates run from ;15 for a
visit to a- home to $50 for club
appearances anywhere in lite
metropolitan a r e a," he 5 it Id.
"Any place else, we add transporation to those charges."
Strauss’s dream is to have a
nationwide chain of Santas on call
ready to go any place.
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Three ’Wonder Dogs’
Aid Policemen, Too

John
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SJ Student Offered
Rotary Fellowship

By JOHN CON ROY
Chris, Tassel, and Flash, the "Wonder Dogs" of Nikola Mardesich
and Ray Disheroon, displayed their amazing courage and talents to
the audience at the recent novice boxing tournament finals.
The two men, who train dogs for all purposes, presented the dogs ,
through Chi Pi Sigma, national
pollee fraternity. They I are not
just trick dogs, but also canrender
valuable senices In (’u-operation
with law entoreement organizathins.
An example of their ability to
do police work was at the scene of
the recent riot threat in Los Gatos.
Police officials, a cc ording to
George Best, Chi Pi Sigma memher present at the scene, were
warned in advance. They asked
the trainers for the dogs to assist
in preventing the riot, which involved two groups of teen-agers.
The trainers released the animals
at the scene of the disturbance.
The dogs, who were muzzled, mingled among the would-be gladiators and quickly convinced them
that it would be much wiser to
keep the peace than arouse the
anger of the canines.
Chris, a two-year-old female,
Is the favorite performer of the
group. According to her trainer,
she is capable of doing more
than 100 tricks. He remarked
that if someone should suggest
a new dog trick he has no doubt
that she could do It. Among her
bag of tricks are, the ability to
hurdle a 14 foot wall, jump
through flaming hoops, ride a
pony, play doctor, and dance.
Mr Mardesich and Mr. Disheroon, have worked training dogs all
their lives. During the last three
years they have made this task
their full-time occupation. They
have presented their dogs in shows
throughout the West, to schools,
over television and in night-clubs.
At the present time they are
training two bloodhounds for police work in this area. Bloodhounds, who have a keen sense of
smell, stand about 26 inches high
at the shoulders and weigh approximately 90 pounds. It is the only
dog whose evidence is accepted by
a court of law, according to the
Encyopedia Americana.
When asked what their final
goal was, the men replied, "Hollywood and the motion pictures."

Home Ec Group
To Tour Hospital
Eight students of the diett,therapy class of the Home Ecoriornics
department will tour the Dietary
department of the Palo Alto hospital tomorrow, according to-Miss
Helen L. Mignon, teacher of the
class.
Following a tour directed by
Mrs. Verna Morrison, dietitian, the
group will hold a discussion. A
cafeteria style lunch will be served
to the students and their advisers, Miss Mignon and Mrs. Helen
G. Wendt.

JOHN LOVES MARY
STARTS DECEMBER 8

St,
PHOTOGRAPHIC AR,
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EXCLUSIVE WITH PSI

Musical
Wedding Album
Opon It And Har
The Wedding March!
1207 E. SANTA CLARA
3-120e

By LA VERNE POTTS
A Rotary Foundation Fellowship for advanced study in a foreign
aountry is available for either a male or a female San Jost State
college student, according to Paul M. Pitman, dear( of amen.
The amount of this fellowship will be sufficient to provide travel

NATAA to Hold.
niNim MeetingAll !irls interested in participating in this year’s WAA Swim club
show are urged to at
an impoll Iii
meeting tonight in the
Men’s gym at 7:30 o’clock, accord- i
<
Ada
big to Carcil Nystuen, mana,,,er of
DON PEA III.NIA N
the club.
photo hy Bob Laws,
Miss Nvstuen reveals that a
business meeting will be held to
determine the theme of the April
show. Swimming to music will
follow the meeting until 9:00 p.m.
All girls participating in the show
must be members of the Associated Student Body, Miss Nystuen
By JIM CAPUTO
says. Miss Mary Hooten is ad"J o h n. Loves Mary" is a naviser of the group.
tural - definitely appealing to theater-goers," says Don Pearlman,
who has the male title role in the
comedy opening at 8:15 Thursday
night in the Little Theater.
Pearlman, a senior drama major
from San Jose, explains that if the
audience enjoys the play as much
Does your radio need any new as the cast has in rehearsing for
it, "John Loves Mary" will be a
tubes?
You’d better find out, because huge success.
In the story, Don plays a reyou’ll need it New Year’s Day
when San Jose plays Texas Tech turning veteran who has waited
three years to marry his sweetin the Raisin Bowl.
Tickets for the affair are going heart, but in a moment of weakto cost $3.00 each, the office ,of ness, marries his buddy’s girl
Graduate Manager Bill Felse an- friend to get her into the United
nounced this afternoon . They are States. The antics that follow
on sale now, and can be obtained this dilemma provide a hilarious
evening of entertainment,
until the close of school.
Black hair and brown eyes
The office said today that there
would be no advance distribution blended with handsome features,
of tickets for the St. Mary’s bas- give Don a ’matinee idol’ appearketball game. Just show your ASB ance to make his characterization
of John as creditable as Norman
card at the door.
The seats available for the Rai- Krasna, the author, had intended.
Playing his first major role dursin Bowl classic are on the opposite side of the field from those ing the regular drama season,
occupied by San Jose rooters dur- Pearlman enjoys the change to the
ing the Fresno State game. They role of a returning G.I. in contrast
to character roles he has played.
are 50-yard line seats.
"It’s great just to be yourself
No provision has been made for
the SJSC band, either. The root- on stage," explains Don, "in the
sense that you don’t have to play
ing section will not be organia character role. Also, each member of the cast seems to ’fit’ his
part."
Pearlman has played major
Teachirg opportunities are avail- roles in two of last summer’s
able in Oricland, San Diego, Los plays: Joseph in "Candlelight"
Angeles and San Francisco for and "Squaring the Circle." Durelementary teaching candidates ing the regular season he perfor next fall. Intel ested persons. formed in "King Lear" and
should contact Miss Doris K. Ro- "Margaret Fleming."
binson, n.rector of Placement,
"John Loves Mary" will be preroom 108, Placement office.
sented Dec. 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13.

Pearimun Sav
Play a Natural

Raisin Bowl Ducat
Available for $3

Teachers Needed

Classified Advertising
FOR RENT
-alROOM AND BOARD: For co
lege boys, 11 meals a week. Board
alone also. Mrs. Ruby Ahern, 380
S. Ninth street, CY 3-9942.

felloW’S Ta
to
the school ;it which 111. Will St1111:1
registration fees. librao fees, essential books and tuition costs as
,
well as an amount to roser comfortable liing ’tor the period of
study, educational tra.el’expenso
Volunteer bandsmen clraNvn from and
return trael costs -from school
Ihe Varsity and Symphonic kinds
to home.
will form a single group to appear
A candidate for this fellowship
at Spartan basketball games durmust be in good health, of strong
ing the second quarter, according
moral character and forceful perto F
Frederic \V.
W Boots, bandmaster.
sonality with special qualifications
Duane Garton and Kenneth Pet- fbr
leadership. His scholarship recCI’S, senior music majors,
have ord must be
excellent.
been elected student band masters
Seniors Eligible .4
to assist Mr. Boots in directing the
A person may make application
activity. The band will contain 28 if he has
liachelor’s degree or
pieces, and no uniforms will be after he
has entered his senior
worn.
year, provided he expects to re"We’ll try to have a band pres- ceiVie a
degree at the completion
ent at every home basketball of the year.
game," said Boots.
The candidate must have
reached the 20th, but not have
passed the 29th anniversary of
his or her birth as of the first.
day of July of the year in which
study is to commence. For those
who plan to study in the SouthApparently oblivious to the sit- ern Hemisphere that (late shall
uation regarding the brevity of be the first day of January of
space to be secured by organiza- the year in which study is to
tions, sports, departments, etc. in commence.
It is essential that the fellow
the 1950 edition of La Torre, the
following organizations have failed have a complete working knowlto return their contracts for edge of the language of the country in which his school is located.
allotted yearbook space:
Alpha Phi, Delta Theta Omega, Misstatement as to language abilDelta Upsilon, Entomology club, ity may cause revocation of felEta Epsilon, Lutheran Student as- lowship.
Should Be Informed
sociation, Pan American league.
Candidates should have a sinPhi Eta Sigma, Philosophy club,
Phi Upsilon Pi, Psychology club, cere interest in, and a good workSan Jose players, Seekers, and ing knowledge of, current affairs
as to pertain matters of interTorch and Sword.
The aforementioned organiza- national significance. Likewise, a
tions will lose their space,
the good basic knowledge of The his1950 La Torre unless they mantel tory of the home country Is essen.Bill Schultz, La Torre business tial. Each ’fellow will be considmanager, by Friday of this week. ered -an "expert" by the people of
the country in which he studies.
and, therefore, should be prepared
to answer the many questions
which will be directed to him.
Applications must be turned
I In to Dean Pitman by 12 o’clock
Friday, Dec. 9. A 2 x 3 inch
The Associated Women Stuphotograph (less than one year
dents will hold a business meetold) must he available by Moning this afternoon in room 24 at
day morning, Dec. 12. Appli4:30 o’clock, according to Maricants also must have five comlyn Zeller, president of the
plete transcripts of both high
group, Plans wi ll be discussed
school and college records, and
for the annual AWS Christmas
five copies of a health certificate
party to be held next week.
by Dec. 12.
Persons interested in applying
for the fellowship should contact
Dean Pitm
r
thacorn as
in
sescessan a
lt necessary
Mr. Thor J. Corwin, engineer passible, inanorder
corn- arrangmdents may be made.
for Pacific Gas and Electric copany, spoke to the Engineering
pre-view class Friday and discussed the general field of con He also
struct icin engineering.
analyzed the present opportunities
in construction work, Dr. Ralph
Smith, head of the Engineering
department announced.

Baud
Play
At Home Games

Clubs May Lose
La Torre Space

AWS to Hold
Business Meeting

PG&E Exec Speaks

1

DELCO AUTO RADIO: Six
tubes, perfect .condition. $20 or
best offer. Russo service station,
Santa Clara and Delmas after
7 p.m.

LOST
FOR TWO MEN STUDENTS:
Vacancy at 750 E. St. James
SMALL BROWN PURSE: On
street. Evening dinner served fam- Monday, Dec. 5. Please leave at
ily style, good food. CY 4-2975.
information office, valuable papers
ONE DOUBLE ROOM: Laundry in_volved. Reward.
and garage, $20 a month. Call
FOUND
after 3:30 p.m. CY 2-5921. 478 N.
SHEAFFER PEN: Will the girl
Eighth street.
who lost same at City library on
FOR SALE
A.K.C. REGISTERED COLLIE
PUPS: $30 each, If interested
please contact Gean Donoho at the
YWCA.
MISCELLANEOUS: Tuxed o,
good condition, size 40, long,
$17.50. Also, Chevrolet big model
car heater, $12.50,
2-2136.

SPARTAN DAILY

Saturday afternoon please phone
CY 4-9070.
NOTICE
DEAR JOHN: Yes, we’re
human. And I’m human enough to
love you and want to marry you.
You’ll have to make up your mind
now. It’s now or never! MARY.

MAILS41.421

DELICIOUS

SPECIAL

GROUND
/ BEEF

29’ lb.
Limit Two Pounds

WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
CY 2-8992
40 N. Fourth

RANCHBURGERS
HOT TAMALES
and

CHILI

ANDREE’S
DRIVE-IN
San Carlos and Almdon

Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

ctudeitt 7’ouP4 to Grope
ITALY - FRANCE - NORWAY - ENGLAND
Low Special Rates

BOOK NOW FOR THE SUMMER

JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
78 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 3-7273

Entered es second class matter April 24, 1134,
at San Jos*, California, under the act of
March 3, 111179.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1445 S.
First St., San Jose, California. Mmber, California NewSpaper Publisher’s Association.

GET ACQUAINTED WITH OUR
SERVICE FOR A QUICK, EGONOMICil LUNCH.

SaidoseBoxlunch
on San Antonio St.

SCHOOL DISCOUNTS
TO ALL
STATE STUDENTS

PORTRAITS
7H1 MOST PIIPSOMAL

"Proofs Shown In Three Days"

BUSHNELL’S STUDIO

34 No. sf
CY 4-1877
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Joan Meeks Weds
Richard M. Curries
In Formal Service

Festivities Sweep Campus
To Reveal Gala Events

St. Mary’s church was the scene
of the October marriage of Miss
Miss La Verne Solomon will be- pledged to the organization this
’Joan Brinckerhoff Meeks and come the bride of Walter William quarter.
Richard Michael Gurries, both of Wenzel Dec. 17 at 11 a.m. in St.
Those pledging Lambda Chi
San Jose.
Alpha are John Hazelquist, Gus
Patrick’s church, San Jose.
Harold Haley, a close friend
Wenzel is a Journalism major Zongus, Dave Willson, Dick Wilof the bride, escorted her to the and gi senior on campus.
son, Don Ilarryman, Art Freealtar. Clowned in a distinctive
man, Hugh Cameron, Warren
dress of white lace over he
Jones, Stanley Wood, Johnnie
Miss Shirley Hankins will wed
blue satin; the bride chose a
Dave
Nunes, Charley Gaff.
John Faulds Jr. Dec. 28 at Kenswhite lace cap and matching
Woods, Lloyd Campbell, Toni
ington Community church, San
gauntlets. She carried pink
Fike, Dick Raflosk i, Dick
Diego, Calif.
roses.
Reception will follow the Christ- Thompson, Doug Hines, and Dick
Attired in an ice blue costume, mas wedding in the Terrace Room, Blackburn.
Mrs. Matthew Vessel was honor Imig Manor hotel.
Freeman was elected president
attendant. She %vote a matching
The future’ Mrs. Faulds is the of the pledge class.
hat and carried pink roses.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
By HERB BLATT
Robert Henry Gurries stood David Hankins. She attended San
Mu Delta Pi, on-campus social
his brother as best man. Jose State college as an Advertis- fraternity,
formally initiated
Gamma Alpha Chi, national and professional women’s advertis- with
were
Ushers for the ceremony
Com- three pledges Sunday night at
ing fraternity, will present their first quarterly project at 8 o’clock John Schad, Joseph Darrow, and ing major. Faulds is a senior
merce major.
the home of Mr. Pratt, adviser
tomorrow night, according to Mrs. Jackie Castner, president of the Bertram Casalegno.
to the group.
a
group. The project for this quarter will be a ski and after-ski clothes
The former Miss Weeks
Mr.. and Mrs. A. W. Cotton
Those initiated were Art Adams,
Ed
and
ceremonies
master
of
as
ColBraunstein
graduate of Heald’s Business,
fashion show with Mary
announced the marriage of their Bill Reed, .and Lee Taylor.
lege and attended San JoserlState daughter Miss Ruth Louise Cot&
Marchok at the piano for back-,
Refreshments were served.
1 J.,
college. .
ground music during the show.
ton to John Lambert of San
and
son
of
Mr.
bridegroom,
The
Diego recently.
Tickets will cost 10 cents, and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Spregue
Mrs. Henry A. Gurries, was graduThe ceremony was held at the
will be sold by members of the adated from th University of Santa First Presbyterian church in San hosted a group of Lambi Chis and
vertising group in the Spartan
Clara where he majored in Me- Jose. Rites were witnessed by a dates at a pre-Winterrnist party
Phi Eta Sigma, honorary society,
Saturday night. More than twenty
Daily office and at the door. The held its quarterly initiation ban- chanical Engineering.
few intimate friends.
couples attended the get-together.
show will be at the American Le- quet at O’Briens Tuesday for five
in
are
Mrs.
and
Mr.
The new
gion hall. 325 N. Third street.
their junior year at State.
new members.
--The new additions tai.the group
Members of the San Jose State
Miss Lenore Cove and Ted Karski team and members of the local are Eugene J. Briere. Kenneth
ney recently announced to friends
sororities and fraternities will Hardcastle, Edward H. Shickell,
Special Chrismas candlelight that they will become Mr. and
model the ski clothes to be seen and Frederick A. Soderer. They
The engagement of Miss June
on the mountains this winter, Mrs. are active lower division members. service was held Tuesday night Mrs. next June,
Weir
to George Sheets was anof
Kappa
pledges
and
members
by
General
is
a
senior
Gove
Miss
James C. DeVoss. dean of proCastner said.
Monday night.
education, is honorary Phi, National Methodist Women’s Elementary major and is student nounced
fessional
The members of the three ski
society.
teaching this quarter. She was
Miss Weir is a senior Business
member.
clubs in San Jose have indicated
Scene of the service was the graduated from Santa Cruz high Administration major and will be
Officers who conducted the forthat some of their members will
graduated in June. She transmal initiation ceremony were Lyle First Methodist church, Fifth and school June, 1944.
be or. hand to see the new ski
Member
Clara streets.
Karney attended San Jose
E. Tyler, president; Eugene B. Santa
ferred to San Jose State as ajun.
wear.
Worthington, vice-president; Ken- Joyce Daniels and pledges were State college where he majored ior from San Mateo college. A
in Biological Science. He attend- Delta Gamma affiliate, she is the
"Gamma Alpha Chi came on neth F. Black, treasurer, and Dale in charge.
The annual Christmas party
ed schools in Santa Clara and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
campus during the spring quarter H. Uriu, secretary.
is the son of Mr. Ted Karney Sr. Weir of San Bruno, Calif.
of last year, and this will be their
Phi Eta Sigma is a lower division is to be held Dec. 9 at the
first big quarterly project," she scholastic honorary society which YWCA. The pledge class is preSheets will he graduated from
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity San Jose’ State college in March.
said. "We plan to hold one great gives recognition to those students senting a skit for members and
singing
and
Community
guests.
announced that 18 men have been He is an Accounting major,’ and
show each quarter for the students who attain a grade point of 2.5 or
at San Jose State," Mrs. Castner better. There are 22 active mem- dancing are planned to highthe son of Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
light the event.
concluded.
bers in the organization.
Sheets of Redwood City. Ile also
Jackie Sparks, social chairman,
transferred to State from San
and Audrey Cross. pledge class
Mateo J. C.
a
president, will be in charge.
The couple are planning a late
Members of the party committee are Dianne Kinney, reChristmas season wedding bells June wedding.
freshments; Joyce Brizard and will chime for Miss Jewel Lakin
Jeanne Saxon, music;
Joan and Charles Johnson ’Ross. The
Spencer, Barbara Eckhart,,
Miss Jeanette Merkel Keebaugh tion at Chapman street home of Betty Routh, and Doris Moore, eouple will marry in St. Louis, Mo.
"
I
and Gordon Reicl Bothwell re- the bride’s parents, the couple decorations; Dianna Manatt and Dec. V.
Parents of the bride-to-be, Mr.
peated nuptial pledges at the Cal- honeymooned in Palm Springs. Joy Danovski, stage sets, and
An early spring wedding is being
vary Methodist church recently. The newlyweds are residing in Shirley Mitchell, Gloria McDon- and Mrs. P. E. Lakin, of San planned by Mass Gloria Marianelli
Francisco
and
Los
Gatos.
revealed
The Rev. James H. Strayer per- San Jose.
ough, and Iva Mae Young, cast the couple’s nuptial intentions re- and Francis L. dreiner. They anformed the rites,
The bride, is continuing her
of skit.
nounced their engagement recentcently.
Mr. Jesse R. Keebaugh escorted studies on Washington Square.
As a culmination to the group’s
Miss Lakin attended San Jose ly at a cocktail party at the home
his daughter to the altar.
She is affiliated with Zeta Rho activities for the quarter, all memof the bride-to-be,
She was attired in an ivory satin and Alpha Phi sorority. She la bers and pledges will be honored State college and Stephens College
in
Columbia,
Mo.
Miss Marianelli is the daughter
dress with a gathered skirt. Lace the sister of Charles R. Kee- guests at the (7entella Methodist
Ross, the son of Mr. A. R. Ross of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Marianelli.
accented the yoke and sleeves of baugh.
church, Second and Reed streets, of St. Louis,twas graduated from
She is a graduate of the College
her gown. Bouvardia clusters comBothwell, son of Mr. and Mrs. December 11.
the Missouri School of Mines. Ile of Notre Dame in Belmont.
pleted the juliet cap which sup- Bruce S. Bothwell attended San
holds mem rship in Sigma- Nu
ported her fingertip veil. She car- ’Jose State college and holds memGreiner is a graduate of San Jose
fraternity and the Engineers club
ried ivory, roses and bouvardia. bership in Kappa Alpha Pi fraState college and is the son of
of
St.
Louis.
ternity.
Mrs. Frank A. Greiner and the
Miss Carolyn Ingram served
late Mr. Greiner of Mountain View.
as maid of honor and wore
He served three years with the U.
Members of Mu Delta Pi, local
brown antique satin and held
S. Marine corps.
on-campus fraternity, were
bronze chrysanthetnums. Miss
pledged to Theta Xi, national socJane Brady, Mrs. Robert Light,
the bridegroom’s sister, and
ial fraternity, Monday night at
Miss Bonnie J. Newey became
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity
Mrs. Leonard Cavanaugh were
Stanford chapter. Faculty Advis- the bride of Robert Lyle Wall,
guests
held
an
exchange
their
Excellent Food
and
ers Mr. Lowell Pratt and Capt. San Jose State student in Salt
secondary
attendants.
Miss
novice boxBrady wore a cedar antique dinner recently. Their
Robert Agers were pledged also. Lake City recently.
Quick Service
Pledged are organizing on the
gown and carried gold chry- ing team was feted at the DSG
house.
For
her
wedding
the
bride
santhemums. Rose chrysantheSan Jose State college campus
Congenial Atmosphere
The DSG’s entertained were In the form
chose a white satin gown with
mums matched Mrs. Light’s
of a colony until
Sherman
Schroder,
Dave
Delafitted
bodice
and
full
gathered
rosie antique satin attire while
a charter for the new chapter is
skirt. It was fashioned with long
rust chrysanthemums accented hant y, Paul Nichols, and Jim granted, according to John Del
OPEN 24 HOURS
sleeves and lace ruffles at the
’Mrs. Cavanaugh’s gold antique Shouse. Guests dining at the fra- Secco, publicity.
ternity house were Debbie Dowfrock.
A local adurnni committee com- wrists. A tiny lace collar and
ner, Georgia Bullock, Jean Lock- posed of
Thomas D. Lane, patent row of buttons down the front
Eli Carder acted as best man, wood, and Doreen Reavie. Novice
attorney for Food Machinery com- accented the bodice. Iler fingerand Howard Burkhart, Lloyd boxers in attendance were Keith
pany, A. H. Madson, production tip length bridal tell was* held
Burkhart, George Ryder, and Leo- Bayne, Doug Wilson, Terry Ulrich,
manager for Des Moines Steel In place by a crown of pearl
nard Cavanaugh served as ush- Tony Poshepny, and Harry Powcompany, and Joe .Cantana of beads.
ers.. Following the rites and recep- ers as well as managers Al TafoMunson Label company have been
The bride chose as her travelya and Joe Sapena.
in charge of the new chapter for- ing costume an aqua
gabardine
A joint party was held at the mation.
They have been working suit with brown accessories.
DSG house following the bouts with
Don M. Lcidig of Hayward,
Wall was graduated from San
Friday night. Dancing and enter- regional
representative of Theta Jose schools and is attending
San
tainment by the fraternity pledges
40 E. Santa Clara Street
Xi, and Willard D. Bretz Jr., one Jose State cotlege.
highlighted the festivities.
of the assistant secretaries of the
The couple reside in San Jose.
fraternity.
The new Theta xr chapter will
be fifth in California.

SWING

Mary Braunstein Is MC
For Ski Attire Presentation

Phi Eta Sigma Has
Initiation Banquet

Kappa Phi Stages
Candlelight Rites

DSGs Fete Boxers
At Exchange Party

June Weir Reveals
News of Betrotital

Jewel Lakin Plans
Yuletide Wedding

Keebaugh - Bothwell Repeat
Vows at Autumn Ceremony

Gloria Marianelli Plans
Early Spring Ceremony

Theta Xis Pledge
1Mu Delta Pi Frat

Bonnie J. Newey Marries
Spartan in Formal Rites

HASTY TASTY

e Shoe

THE
CIRCUS

you have AMNESIA?
OPEN ALL NITE
Corner 4th 1 Santa Clara
Do

"Who could stay on diet
with meals like that!"
DINAH’S LUNCHEON
ALL YOU CAN EAT1-.95c

’

,14.....am.....

FOR THAT SPECIAL ALLURE

JOHN LOVES MARY
STARTS DECEMBER 8

Reg. 10.00 Cold Wave
NOW 5.00
Complete
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

is a real frost for breakfast or lunch stays
fresh and is delicious when
heated a little. We are sure you Will like our rich and flaky Danish Pastry.

ALLURE BEAUTY SALON

221 S 2nd

CYpress 4-3717

131 E. William Street

CLOSED TUESDAYS
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Glue Pot and Eye Shade
-by CARL
Idaho Radio Has Birthday

CASE

83 colleges and universities in the U. S. and Canada.
tions in

UNIVERSITY OF IDAH CO.
KUOI, radio voice of the Idaho
About 3000 persons work on
campus, has recently celebrated its student staffs of IBS stations
fourth birthday.
from which several hundred
Established on campus in 1945, enter the broadcasting industry
the station was Wicked first in,
each year.
corner of the electrical building
Record library of the Idaho
and broadcast Its first regular procampus station now numbers over
gram Nov. 15,
2000 selections with, new additions
KUOI operated with equip- constantly being added. Equipment
ment borrowed from the univer- for broadcasting transcribed prosity, the navy, and private per- grams is used exclusively in pubsons.
licizing campus activities.
A "ham shack" was the next
home of the campus radio. From
Students Own and Operate
an original two-hour-a-day broadOwned by the Associated Stucast period, air time has been in- dents of the University of Idaho
creased to the present 111/2 hours and operated
by a student staff,
daily.
KUOI is an accredited university
activity governed by a constitution
Covers Entire City
Originally heard only at the uni- and is financially supported by the
versity, the station gradually ex- student body.’
panded to cover the entire city of
As a training set-up, KUOI ofMoscow, Idaho,
fers students a place in which to
In 1946, KUOI was accepted as begin preparing for a radio career.
a member of the Intercollegiate Almost every problem encountered
Broadcasting System, a national in commercial radio is found in
organization of college stations KUOI with writers, announcers,
operating in much the same man- technicians, and business staff, all
ner as KUOI. IBS now has sta- gaining valuable radio experience.

,Prof Says Mother, Job
Cause Balky Bachelors
NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY.A Northwestern university
sociologist has an explanation for
, the bewildered college girl who
wonders why the man in her life
won’t think about matrimony.
It may be because of his mother,
said Robert Winch, associate professor of sociology, in an article
entitled "Courtship in College
Women," appearing in the currenti
issue of the American Journal of
Sociology,
Bachelor Is Mama’s Boy
In a survey of college students
from 16 midwastern universities,
Winch found a definite correlation
between the balky bachelor and
the fact that he is close to his
mother.
, The man who is emotionally free
of his mother has a much better
chance of getting married, Willettsaid.
Men Are Less Eager
He also said that it is not surprising that college men are less
eager for marriage than college
women. Before theinan can qualify for marriage, he must be able
to suppo’rt himself and his bride.
"Relatively speaking," said
Winch, "the prerequisites for the
female are only that she should
appear at the ceremony with tan
face and proper costume."
For both sexes, he found a negative correlation between progress
in courtship and desire for a career. Where the career drive was
stong, the inclination for marriage remained relatively weak.

Idaho U Patents
Potato Harvester
UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO.--,
First invention to be handled by
the University of Idaho’s research
foundation will be the new-type
potato harvester developed by
Elmer N. Humphrey, agricultural
engineer in potato research at the
Aberdeen branch station, it was
announced at the foundation’s
annual meeting last week.
The foundation was formed to
safeguard in the public interest
patendable developments in university research.

Biology Society
Initiates Tonight
Informal initiation of new members will take place at the Beta
Beta Beta honorary biology society
meeting tonight in room S31 at
7:30, according to Vic Stpmbler,
organization representative.

Chappie Rumor
Mag Has Yuletide
Racket Expose
UNIVERSITY.
-STANFORD
The staff of the Stanford Chaparral has decided that the Christmas
myth has gone far enough. The
December Chappie, devoted to a
daring expose of the Yuletide
racket, will be out Wednesday
morning.
.
The Chappies promise that
Christmas will never seem the
same after reading the issue, which
includes features on what children
around the world will probably do
with their present’s, what various
campus wheels received in last
year’s Christmas rush, and how to
turn Christmas dinner into complete chaos.
The cover is the result -of several saloon meetings on the part
of the staff anal a demented mind
on the part of John Murray, wlif
is responsible for it. Chappiers
Christmas Hymnal is another indispensable feature.

the national

Campus Scene
Honor Code Ousts
Men for Cheating
STANFORD UNIVERSITY.
Council for Student Cohtrol has
sentenced to one- and two-quarter
suspension from the University
two ,students found guilty of violating the Honor Code.
The recommendation of winter
quarter and of spring and summer
quarter suspension respectively for
the two men came in a joint meeting of Men’s and Women’s Councils
Wednesday night. The men had
previously been found guilty of an Honor Code violation, and appealed the penalties assigned.

that two oi the men were guilty
beyond doubt while holding that
the specific evidence against the
other three was not conclusive.
The principal reason for the
three acquittals lay in the fact
that the students’ tests failed to
bear out the implications of their
suspicious behavior. Donn Wells,
Honor Code Stanford Committee
chairman, emphasized that "the
student’s overt behavior is of primary importance to the functioning of the Honor Code."
Code Obligates Students

Michigan Frats
same time Council acupon hearing additional
Have Informal quitted,
testimony, a third student who had
originally been convicted in the
Snowball Fight sameAll case.
three men and two others
Council Acquits One
At the

MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE. acquitted at a previous hearing,
----About.30 Lambda Chi’s and an were charged with cheating on a
equal number of Sigma Chi’s Political Science mid-quarter
staged a soggy snowball fight late exam. Several members of the
yesterday afternoon on a lot ad- class testified that the individual’s,
joining the Sigma Chi property.
who were sitting close together,
Snow forts were built by the appeared to be copying from one
fraternities with appropriate flags another.
placed upon each.
On the basis of testimony by
, During the siege, Sigma Chi witnesses and defendants, comparcharged Lambda Chi twice, but ison of test papers Council decided
was repelled both times.
The
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR- Lambda’s finally stieceeded in
NIA. - Clara Clemens Samoessoud, placing their flag on Sigma’s fort,
he only -living daughter of Mark but it was immediately torn down.
wain, will bequeath to the UniFinding forces almost equal, the
versity the Mark Twain papers, men banned together and staged
one of the most valuable collec- an unsuspecting attack upon the
SYRACUSE
UNIVERSITY.-tions left by any major American. SAE house, which they peltedunmercifully. Several "brave souls" Charles Laughton, sandwich in one
writer.
defended the house from the roof hand, and coffee-to-take-out in the
President Robert Gordon Sprott), ;of the protruding lounge, while other, stood on the stage of the
who made this announcement, ex- the invaders placed a huge snow- Boar’s Head playhouse last week,
pressed satisfaction at the pro- man against the door.
and for three days taught Shakesposed gift. He added that this cola
As twilight settled, peace and peare to a group of enthralletil stulect ion would provide a permanent , quiet once more reitIned supreme. dents.
center of research into the life and
It all started when Laughton
wiitings of the renowned author.
made a personal appearance in
When Twain died in 1910, he left
Syracuse at which he was preceded
the papers in trust; his’ daughter
by a one act play presented bN
was to provide for their final disthe drama department. After the
position.
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRAN- evening’s program was over
The collection, now housed in CISCO. ---That employers consist- Laughton streaked out of Lincoln
the University library, includes 45 ently overpay their employees can auditorium before he could be benotebooks 4nd diaries; over 400 be seen from the following exam- sieged and joined the cast of the
literary manuscripts, many’ still ples:
play at Tine’s, where he asked to;
A person sleeps 8 hours each
unpublished; business records;
family photographs and personal day, making a total of 122 days
albums; a partially published auto- out of the year Whea he is sleepbiography, and thousands of let- ing. This leave 243 days. Anothters. Among the letters are corre- er 8 hours per day is spent in
COLLEGE OF PACIFIC.- The
spondence between Twain and recreation, and that’s another Stockton College Administration
William Dean Howells, Rudyard 122 days, leaving a balance of has seen fit to dismiss 18 students
Kipling, George Bernard Shaw, but 121 days.
on the basis of cutting more classNow, there are 52 Sundays in es than the alloted 20.
Theodore Roosevelt, Robert Louis
Stevenson,. Helen Keller and many the year on which a person does
This semester’s limit of unexnot work, so only 69 days now re- cusable cuts was raised five from
other notables.
main in the year. Most people the previous number of 15.
Twain spent some time In the work but half a day
Saturdays,
West as a young goldminer, jour- so we must deduct 26 more days,
nalist and lecturer. "The Celebrat- leaving a balance of 43 days.
ed Jumping Frog," written in San
._ An hour a day for lunch
Francisco was his first work to amounts to another 16 days,
achieve national fame, He later leaving only 27 working days in
prepared his first book, "The Inno- the year. From this, subtract a
cents Abroad," from travel pieces two weeks’ vacation of 14 days
originally written for the San and you have 13 days left.
Cor. 2nd at San Antonio
Francisco "Alta California."
There are 12 legal holidays in
Many groups have felt that a the year when the office is closed,
Mark Twain memorial should be and that leaves only one day.
established at the University. The
Mark Twain association made a
formal request in 1939 for permission to establish a Mark Twain
Chair of Literature and a Mark
Twain memorial library on the
"HELEN and BEULAH’.
campus.

Daughter Presents
Mark Twain Papers
To U. of California

"Evtry student is under obligation not only to maintain honor in
the taking of examinations, but to .
conduct himself in such a way as
will not create suspcion of dishonesty," Wells said. To that end he
urged, students to take alternate
seats wherever possible, everfwith-

out insistence by the instructor,
and to refrain from glancing over
other papers.
"Council necessarily considers
suspicious behavior as incriminating evidence which must be
weighed along with other available
information in trying a student
charged with violating the Honor
Code," Wells concluded.

Film Star Charles Laughton
Teaches Shakespeare Class
meet them, and treat them to
spaghetti and meatballs.
And the group stayed there,
talking movies, and theatre, and
Shakespeare, until the early hours

of the morning,

liSF ’Brain’ Sees
Lots of Vacations

I

Cuts Dismiss Students

Good Foods

DONUTS
and
COFFEE
15
SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP
125 S. Fourth

on

Seaver’s
FASHION LOUNGE

ART FLORISTS

from her own favorite Sbop
the store where she
shops for herself!

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
KI2’)SPECIAL STUUENT $10
3 MONTHS O
RATf
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
rs51,-)

F SAN FERNANDO

CV 2 ,,r ,

This Year Give
Her Something
She Can Wear---

Every day k a
flower day for some one.
429 S. Bascom

CY. 3-0655

FREE DELIVERY

ibises
Sweaters
Slips
Scarfs

Skirts
Jacketi
GIFT WRAPPING, OF COURSE!

2.98 to 5.98
2.98 to 14.98
2.29 to 5.98
1.00 to 1.98
4.98 to 8.98
8.98 to 16.98
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Indian Mound Excavations
Prove Aid in Tribe Identities
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Dr. Harold Miller
Elected to High
English Assn. Post
Dr. Harold Miller was elected to
the Executive committee of the
College English a§sociation of the
Bay Are ac a FeFen,t
San Jose State cdllege rE/fikfish
department announced yesterday.
Dr. Alfred Grommon of Stanford university was elected president of the organiaztion. He is
successor to Dr. Miller who was
former president of the group.
The teaching of literature was
discussed at luncheon by Dr. Clarence Faust of Stanford. He empha.,ized the proper application of
each of three modes: teaching literature as a series of events in a
historical setting, as a series of
symbolical representations of
ideas, moral and otherwise, and as
a series of aesthetic structures.
He thought that young people
should be led first to an understanding of what a literary work
is, of how to read it, of how to
see and account for its structure
or order, and other aspects of expression.
Dr. James 0. Wood of San Jose
State college reported on the program for the Master’s Degree in
English at San Jose State college.
Dr. Raymond W. Barry headed the
Nominating committee.
S

Juniors Continue
Prom Plans Today
The junior class council will continue planning for the Junior prom
at a dinner meeting at the home
of Shirley Meyer in Willow Glen
today.
Members will meet on the steps
of the Student Union at 3:30 p.m.
Vice President Dale Brown raid
that transportation to the meeting
would be provided.

the STUDENT
Supply, Book & Gift Shop
CV 4-3530

70 E. San Fernando

"Ma’s Fixit Shop"
"HIS"

Clothing "HERS"
Alterations

At Reasonable Prices

CLOSING OUT
SALk.ON BOOKS
BOOKS from $1 to $1.75
BOOKS from $2 to $4
MAKE ’WONDERFUL
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

50c
76c

Editor’s Note:
This is the second in a series of articles on the college parking
situation by Spartan Daily staffers Thad Spinola and LaVerne Pofts:
Third in the series will appear soon.
By LA VERNE POTTS
San Jose’s traffic and parking
problems can not be solved by
short-cut measures.
For years the city has been
faced with the problem of prcividing adequate downtown I:larking
facilities. City officials and litterested organizations have worked
together to develop a long-range
program that will meet the needs
of, the city.
The city’s temporary plans to
alleviate the traffic and parking
problem call for elimination of
mid-block cross walks in congested areas, improved enforcement
techniques, and a pedestrian control program.
City Grows, Space Constant
San Jose has grown tremendously, and there is no more space on
the streets today, for either parked
or moving cars, than there ever
was. The motorist must accept the
fact that he is going to run into
traffic congestion at certain hours
in the downtown district and its
fringes.
Sgi Arthur B Philpott, traffic
engineer for the San Jose police
department,-says the traffic and
parking problem calls for continual evaluation, study and planning.
The city’s long-range program
calls for the establishment of
adequate off-street parking facilities. California laws permit
the formation of parking districts, and this offers an opportunity to establish parking lots
and garages by public act I o n.
Whatever the meanswhether
by public or private actionit is
well recognized that the establishment of adequate off-street
parking facilities is the only
remedy for parking congestion.
San Jose State college is located
close to the downtown area where
the traffic congestion is most
acute. Parking places around the
college are at a premium. The
college needs .additional parking

spaces, and the only way they will
be able to get them will be by providing off-street parking.
For the present, the city is doing.everything possible to alleviate
the .traffio congestion around the
college.

This Christmas can be a happy
one for bed -ridden children at
Santa Clara county hospital if San
to
Jose State college’s.
the Spartan Daily toy drive is
heavy.
New and old toys, and broken
and mended toys will be greatly
appreciated by the Spartan Daily.
All toys will be inspected and, if
need be, repaired by the Salvation
Army before distribution to the
children.
Stuffed animals, books, games,
puzzles, and weaving and sewing
sets make good toys. The drive
will open with the erection of a
Christmas tree in the Spartan
Daily office.
Past drives have been aided by
such organizations as the Student
Y which spOnsored a dance in the
Women’s gym where a toy plus a
ticket enabled students to gain
admittance to the dance.
A child is easily made happy.
A little toy is something which
wouldn’t be missed by the giver,
but which would be heartily accepted by the. receiver.

months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Payment Plan

CORONA UNDERWOOD ROYAL
Est. 1900

REMINGTON

24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 34383

PE Majors to Hold
First Meeting of Quarter
The Physical Education and Recreation majors’ club is welcoming all members to its first meeting of the quarter to be held this
evening at 7:30 o’clock in the Student Union
All Physical Education and Recreation majors are urged to attend. Entertainment will be presented and refreshments will be
served.

he revealed.
Early in November a party of
a,mateur archeologistsjed by Max
Watson," county adult probation
officer, sank large holes, into the
mound and unearthed several
skulls and other relics. These were
forwarded to the Science &partment here for appraisal.
Go Down Four Feet
Pressure of college studies has
slowed efforts to begin investigation at the site, Dr. May reported.
Saturday ’ afternoon, with ideal
weather conditions, he and three
students reached the four foot
level near the crown of the mound.
Using shovels, trowels and
brushes, they dug a trench
which %%ill be "continued as lung
and as deep as necessary," Dr.
May said. Remains of charred
lilies and acorns were found
near the four-foot level. Acorns,
according to Dr. May, were one
of the staple foods in Indian
tribe diets.
While not prepared to give the
chronological age of the human
bones at the present time, Dr. May
believes that they may possibly
have been of the Porno or Miwok
tribes. A Catholic medal found in
the area indicates that it may have
been a post -Spanish settlement.
Industrial Slag Removed
Clods of what geology students
identified as industrial slag have
been removed from the strata, the
professor stated. Ed Silva, SJS
geology student, has taken several
pieces of the slag to the Science
department for further study. At
present, the slag cannot be accounted for in the excavation, Silva said.
Further operations are planned
this weekend, Dr. May explained.
Students working on the project
are Gordon Thomas, Max Averitt
and Bea Baumgarner.
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SURE - WAY
Food Lockers
S$SAVESS

Provide Angle Parking
Wherever safety allows, they
have provided for angle parking.
They are trying to develop a system of street marking to let the
Buy your high
students know where they may
Blue Key: Formal initiation, 6
grade quality
park. The angle parking stalls on p.m. Meet in front of Student
government.
Fifth street, between San Carlos Union at 5:30 p.m.
and William streets are being widinspected
Beta Beta Beta: Meets in room
ened from eight to ten feet in S-31 at 7:30
meat at
p.m.
order to facilitate parking.
a savings
Delta Phi Delta: Meeting in Art
Many of the blocks around the wing, 3:20 p.m.
Psi Chi: Meets in rdom 116 at
college already have been
5 oio
marked far parking. As soon as 3:30 p.m.
WAA Bowling club: Change in
they can get to it, the city plans
to apply space marks to the time, from 4 to 5 p.m., at the Jose
Come in and discuss your MEAT
nine blocks to the east of 9th Bowl. Special meeting scheduled
problems with us ...
street between Santa Clara and for 9:30.
San Carlos streets, and in the
586
STOCKTON
AVE.
CV 2-5454
Alpha Gamma: Meets in room
nine blocks to the south of Wil- A-1 at 7:30 p.m.
liam street and to the west of
Spartan Chi: Meeting in room
4th street, according to Sgt. L-210 at 12:45 p.m. tomorrow.
Philpott.
Associated ’ 1 Women Students:
Sgt. Philpott says experience Meeting in room 24 at 4:30 p.m.
Mayfair has it!
Frosh Group Three: Meets in
demonstrates that marking of
S-112
at
3:30 p.m.
parking spaces reduces the numGamma Alpha Chi: Meets at 335
ber of vehicles that can be accommodated in any block, but that it E. San Antonio street, 8 p.m.
WAA Riding club: Meets at coraccomplishes beneficial results. It
provides parking regulation which ner of S. Seventh and San Carlos
the motorist can understand. It streets tomorrow, 3:30 p.m,
PI Nu Sigma: Meeting in room
provides limit lines adjacent to
prohibited parking areas. It re- B-72 at 12:30 p.m.
FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY
Junior clans: Meets on steps of
duces violations. It relieves residents from a source of irritation. Student Union, 3:30 p.m.
On the debit side is the cost of
material and labor to perform the with providing off-street parking
service as well as the loss of park- facilities for the college.
Complete Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
"The state of California through
ing spaces.
Open 7 a.nf, to tO p.m
the college should provide for offCity Enforces Law
street parking," said Sgt. Philpott.
The official position of the city "I would like to urge the college
with regards to the traffic conges- officials to provide off-street parktion and parking problem around ing facilities in their expansion
159 SO. FIRST ST.
Washington Square is one of law plans."
enforcement only. Sgt Philpott
explains that the streets are not
for the storage of automobiles,
A PENNY SAVED
A PENNY EARNED
and that the primary concern of
the city is for the safe movement
of traffic.
According to Sgt. Philpott, the
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
city of San Jose is not concerned

Rotohmeier’
in the
el

a

Want Good Food?

$5.50 Meal Tickets
for $5.00
MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT

Golden West Dry Cleaners
Close to College

Special Rental Rates for Students

G. A. BLANCHARD

III

response

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Easy

St

Scientific excavations into the Indian mound on the Santa Clara
County almshouse property began this weekend under the direction of
Dr. Leo C. May, assistant social science professor. Further evidence
which will .aid in identification of -the tribe has been uncovered,

By DONNIE NINES

Adequate Off-Street Parking
Group to Hear Facilities Are Only Remedy
Engineer Talk For Congestion--Philpott

Mr. T. J. Carlton, supervising
engineer for the Division of Industial Safety for California will
address a group of engineering
students and faculty members tonight at 7:45 in room S210, revealed Dr. Ralph Smith, head of
the college engineering department.
Mr. Carlton will discuss the history, the advancement and the
need of state and local electrical
codes.
Bob McClellan, student speaker
from San Jose State college, will
talk on the use cif electro-magnets
in baby food processing.
All interested student engineers
are invited to attend the meetin:t,
Dr. Smith stated.

By HARRY BRITTON

Daily Wants.,,,..,
Toys for Drive

Diagonal parking Is one way the city has helped to alleviate
San Jose State’s parking problem. The city has provided for this
kind of parking wherever safety allows.
photo by Bob Crabbe.

SAN

HAIRCUTS 81.00
HUMIDOR
BARBER SHOP

339 South Ars? Street
(Across the street front Sears)

Close to Town

EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
25-29 S. Third Street
Main Plant
CYpress 2-1052
276 E. William
231 Willow
24thi and Santa Clara St.

1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
1740 Park Ave.
1336 Lincoln, Willow Glen
INN=

State Ca ers Play Gaels
Initial
Contest
Home
InStaters
Plan to Sharpen Offense;
Ralph Romero Returns to Squad
By WADE WILSON
Coach Walt McPherson’s Golden Raiders will attempt to dump
the St. Mars-Gaels tonight-in-Spartan gym when:they square off
for the 8 o’clock tipoff. The Spartans, hitting the comeback road
after being edged out by Stanford Saturday night will be bolstered
by the return of Guard Ralph Romero.
McPherson has been working
on the San Jose offense in preparation for tonight’s game since the
Spartans showed a lack of scoring
punch in the Stanford game. They
had lots of chances to score, but
couldn’t seem to sink their shots.
Benny Neff, coach of the Gaels,
works his offense from a set
game. He likes to set up the play
rather than rely on the fast break.
Forwards Augie Bullwinkel, Joe
Flahaven, and Guard, Joe Thurston are,the chief scoring threats
for the St. Mary’s team. Ben Gibson takes over the center slot and
Len Dixon will start at the other
guard position.
Center Stu Inman has tanked
in 25 ,points so far this season
for the Spartans, getting 13
against the IFSF Dons and 12
against the Indians. Forwards
Don McCaslin and Bob Crowe
have each racked up 15 points
in two games and Guards Bob
Wuesthoft and Chuck Crampton each have scored 13.
When Crowe and Crampton have
their shooting eye trained on the
,basket they are sure to add points
for the Spartan’s cause. McCaslin has been hot and cold, and
should he turn on the heat, will
be hard to stop. Wuesthoff is probably the most consistant man on
the court for the Spartans. He
rattles the rim consistently for six
to eight points and excels in dogging the high scoring threat of
the visitors. With the return of
Romero, McPherson will have another top-notch guard to insert
In the line-up if the need arises.

Gael Guard Dixon

4

Len Dixon, nicknamed "Lyrical Len" for his crooning ability,
is one of the mainstays in Coach
Bonny Neff’s St. Mary’s Gaels
defensive set uts.

ITALIAN
RESTAURAN1

Make An

We Specialize in
Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties

Appointment
NOW!

RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS

175 San Augustine

CHRISTMAS GIFT PORTRAITS
A SPECIALTY

The Hollywood Studio
41 N 1st St.

CV 2-8960
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On The Sideline
With

Spartan Daily Sports Editor
JOHN ROMERO
I am rapidly developing an
aversion to Stanford sportswrit-,
era, and one ligneous headed
hack in particular ,called Al
Berry. Al refers to the Spartan
football team as "theeoeityboys from little punk San Jose,"
In a recent column, all of which
prompts me to think he writes
his malarkey with a sneer on
his cardinal red lips.
Why thisp undoubtedly cynical
character should hate San Jose
State college with such violence
was beyond me for a few moments
until I remembered a statement
by a Stanford scribe last year during basketball season- -might have
been Al for all I remember- with
regards to the "little punk" San
Jose basketball team which had
just lost a one pointer to the In.
dians.
George Lajuenesse, now editor
of the- Spartan Daily, but then a
sports writer, forthwith wrote a
column in which he replied to this
unralled for barb in extremely
derrogatory terms.
George Tossed Some Adjectivts
George tossed enough- adjecelgveus .
around to embarrass six or
t
universities, and things quieted
down. Now Al starts again. He
isntt very originalanybody who
wants to drop in the Daily and
rummage through the wastebasket to find the last Stanford paper can read his stuff and see.

and down to earth "nothing" he
writes.
Personally, I wanted State to
win that basketball game with
the Indians last week so bad I
-eould--taate It. I admit it, I would
love to see San Jose beat Stanford every hour; on the hour, in
every sport in existence. Nothing
would give me more pleasure than
to pull out all the adjectives in
the book and bestow them on a
State team which had just whopped the pants off those nasty little boys from "The Farm", as it
is so aptly called.
Lots of Room’ on "The Farm"
Ah yes, "The Farm" it is--now,
now, boys -don’t crowd. Plenty- of
room in the trough for everybody..
Now when Al sees this column
he is probably going to sit down
and have himself a good cry. Then
an idea will hit him and he will
promptly bat out a masterpiece of
sarcasm, aimed at San Jose State,
etc.,. and that will be all right
with me because I know that his
column is terrible in the first
place, and in the second place;
have promised never to glance at
the exchange editor’s desk again
where I might see a Stanford
Daily laying open.
So now, my charming . Mr.,
Beery, or Berry, you can go right
out and pop off about the "cocky.
boys ’from little punk San Jose"
all day, but some fine afternoon
those "cocky boys" are going to
In fact, I’m convinced he kick the britches off your crymust be a rich relative of some- baby Cardinals. That will be the
body, or something, to be able day, Al, when I want to sit in the
to sign his name to the trivial press box with you and have a litgossip, unadulterated borsch, tle discussion.
Vico Bondietti, regular left
guard on the San Jose State football team, made All-State fullback
in 1943 at Modesto Junior College.

Poloists End Season;
New Rules Next Year

Banquet Rooms

CYpress 4-5045

The Vaqueros and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon yesterday, passed their
way into the championship round
e intramural football trophy.,
gma
The Vaqueros tramp e
Pi (Ghost Riders), 27-6, while
their forthcoming opponents were
owning Phi Sigma Kappa, 20-6.

Opposing centers (’arver and Inman jump for the Ail during
Stanford’s 43-41 win over San Jose State last Saturday n a packed
Indian gym. Gay Bryan (24) and McCaslin are on the left, while
Crowe and Walsh (31) are on th eright.

DOWNSTAIRS

Hot Food To Take Out

Intra-Footbalt

Capacity Crowd Sees SJS-Card Tilt

By GEORGE MeDONALD
San Jose’s varsity water polo
team wound up its season Satdrday afternoon with a 10-8 victory
over Cal Aggies. This gave the
Spartans a seasonal record of seven wins, three losses and two ties.
Undoubtedly the high-point of
the season was the 12-11, multiple overtime victory for SJS
over Stanford in the PAA. The
Indians and Spartans fought -to..
tuo ties in games here and on
the Farm.
University of California, winners of the PCC and the PAP,,
tourney. defeated San Jose twice.
The Olympic club was the only
other team to beat the Spartans.
Keeler, Haines Top Scorers
Norm Keeler and George Heines were the two potent scorers
for the natators. Keeler, a vicious
competitor, rammed in 47 goals,
while "Pappy" Haines got 37.
Other scorers for San Jose
were: Capt. Fred Hanssen (.14),
Dave Millovich (7), Wally Hoffman (4), Al Grass (3), Ches. Douglas 121, Dick Garrett (1),. Don
Merry (1), Dick Lebedeff (1), and
Cal Hubbard (1).
Jack Hibner, Bob Hamilton, Ted
Lilly, Dick Brown, Bill Hansen,
and Howard Bogie were also
members of the SJS varsity.
Next year, San Jose will have
to learn to play under the new
South American rules that have
been accepted by the PCC.
Teams in southern California
used the system this year.
The new rules bring the following changes:
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SAN JOSE TRIES FOR SECOND WIN, AS . .

End Junior Morgan was selected
nivers y
co all-opponent team.

ul is callect all
(1) When
players except the violator and
an Jose State
Harry Beck,
the person fouled may swim for
fullback and punter, makesta hobvarious positions. Under the old
by of photography
rules, "drifting" very often caused
a man to be ejected. It is thought
far the San Jose State
that this will increase action and
make water polo a better specta- frosh basketball team has had
tor .sport. However, players must phenomenal success at the free
be, in excellent condition to keep throw line in defeating the Santa
FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS
Cruz Sportsmen and Madera high
stiperior
losing
and
to
a
school
ONLY
( 2) The. two-yard line is elim.
inated. On an out-of-bounds play, USF frosh
’Though it is still earlyin the
action is started fromihe fourFine Wholesome Food
season, Coach Tom Cureton’s
your line.
at Low Cost
charges have shoNn smooth team(3) A player may not shoot
work in conjunction with their
from within the four yard line,
REGULAR $5.50
amazing .843 average in free
unless he dribbles the ball into
throws, attained by dropping 43
position. Under the old system,
out of 51 gift tosses through the
a man was stationed in front
hoop.
of the net. He received passes,
The Spartan, squad boasts II()
NOW
and made his shots from there.
outstanding player, but Coach
(4) A player is permanently re- Cureton has two lineups that are
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
moved from the game if he is guilequally balanced.
ty of four personal fouls or one
During their early season play
major foul. This should eliminate Bill Brumberg, rHigh Pockets)
flagrant or intentienal fouling.
Jenson, Bill Abbott, Lyle Brown,
Alden Wilkie, and center -Stan
Loses Three Forwards
232 S. FIRST STREET
Wacholtz have led the play, but
Coach Charley Walker loses his
Next to Mission Thiesto
pressed closely by several
are
first three forwards. Grass is a
teammates striving. to break into
senior, and Keeler and Haines are
starting lineup.
not going to use their eligibility. the
Biery and Lilly graduate, while
Hoffman also leaves, having completed his work in Horology. Hanssen will transfer to Stanford, if
he can.
Rack for action are the three
transfers, Hamilton, Millovich and
Garrett. Walker hopes that more
men will come up froin junior colleges in southern California that
feature water polo.
First-string goalie Jack Hibner,
Captain-elect Chesley Douglas,
and Dick Lebedeff else return.
A frosh team which compiled a
so-so eight-and-five record this
year will probably send the following men .to the varsity: Herb
Lee (3), Jack Stone (9), Tom Nilcson (28), Arntrld Rohm (5), and
Fred Postal (7), Postal was frosh
whole or half
captain.
per pound
’, Coach Charley Walker will have
th see how the boys’reart to the
Sew system, what shape they’re
in, how they have Improved, and
CYpress 2-8992
40 NO. FOURTH
what transfers come to SJS before he can size next year’s teat*

Frosh Expert At
Free Throw Line
Thus

A GOOD DEAL!

MEAL TICKETS
$4.95

DELUXE
SANDWICH SHOP

"THANK YOU
MA’AM

s\

that’s the

HAM"

51c

WESTERN COLD STORAGE CO.
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Commerce Department Presents
Two Speakers to Classes

’Nameless’ Hero Vote Blank
Inter-class
tyroup to Meet. Printed for Tuesday AWOLs

A Town hall meeting will be
For the benefit of those Spartans who were not on campus
held at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
the balloting for the Spartan Head symbol will be extended
yesterday,
Continuinf their guest speaker program, the Commerce depart- Morris Dailey auditorium. The until today at 4:30. The ballot is printed below..
Vote for one.
meeting is open to everyone, acment presented two more speakers from the business world to the cording to Dale Brown, Inter-class
marketing and merchandise classes this week, according to Or. Earl council secretary.
Atkinson, department head.
The council urges all organizaRALLY COMMITTEE SPARTAN HEAD CONTEST
Mr. William Battaglia and Mr.
Don Davis were the speakers pre- 1940. Of the present employees, tions to send at least one repreVOTE FOR ONE
!;
sented. Mr. Battaglia, manager of the firm will be able to advance at sentative to the meeting.
least
one-third
the
position
to
of
spoke
company,
Packing
Mayfair
Topics for discussion, according
to Professor John W. Aberle’s sales manager or better during to Brown, are "Dead Week" and
service.
their
marketing class on the various
SPIRITVS
4I4 SPARTAN
Many interesting facta were pre- "The Alcohol by-laws."
methods used to distribute fruit by
sented by Mr. Davis, concerning
that firm since its inception.
The Inter-class council was
Mr. Don Davis merchandise the firm’s rapid grow-fh in size and formed this year to assist in nom- SANCHILLES
SWART,/
manager of J. C. Penny’s local sales. The original J. C. Penny inations and elections, and to help
store, addressed Dr. Wright’s mer- store was founded in 1902 by J. C. ink the Town hall meetings. The
chandising class concerning the Penny. The firm has grown since council is made up of the four nORATIO
COS5f0
merchandising policy of his firm. then until now it is made up of class vice-presidents, and three
Mr. Davis, who served in the 1602 individual stores. Sales re- representatives from each class.
armed forces during the war, has ceipts of the firm during the first The vice-presidents make up the
ASH card number
been employed by the firm since year were $20,000.
executive committee.
-

I. One old wives’ tale that bobs up periodically is the story that American oil companies
protect the sale of their established products
by keeping new developments off the market.
An example of how far this fairy tale misses
the truth is the case of Union Oil’s remarkable
purple motor ail.

2.

Shortly after pm war, we introduced our
new post-war motor oil, Triton. By all standards,
Triton was unexcelled. In fact, it was so good we
told people they could safely drive it 6 months
between drains if they chose. Consequently, we
thought our oil program was set for several years.
But 12 months later our research engineers came
up with a purple motor oil for paasenger pars
which they said was even better.

S.

As a result we introduced ow purple oil to
the motorists of the Pacific Coast under the brand
name of Royal Triton. Royal Triton was not only
an overnight success with our own Western customers; visitors from the East even took it home with
them and continued buying it by mail. Consequently, we’ve had to expand our manufacturing
facilities and lay plans for marketing it throughout the country.

4. That posed a question. Should we hold this
new purple oil off the niarket for a few years and
protect Triton, or put it on sale immediately? The
answer was that we had no choice. For we were
in competition. If we didn’t put this purple oil on
the market as soon as possible, some of our competitors might develop a comparable product and
beat us to the punch.

3. Just to prove their claims, they sealed it
in the crankca.ses of four new automobiles and
drove them continuously up and down the Pacific
Coast for 30,000 miles! At the end of the test they
opened up the motors and showed us the results:
The engine parts were as good as new and the oil
by every analysis showed no more deterioration than ordinaw motor oils exhibit after 1,000
miles.

Moral: Next time anyone tells you oil companies
hold improved products off the market, please tell
him to see us.
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This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how and why American business functions. We hope you’ll feel
fres to mend in any sugootions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
Building, Los Angeles 14, California.
Nesident, Union Oil Company, Union

oil

